
̽帳䒍ஞ߂ጱۑ岈朰扃̾
    䛑۸博૬ ݐᡐ 

殸因Ӥ䒍̵ਜ਼岈ᑮᤈѺ

ঀৼׁࡅഷ҅զक̵़㲌̵ੂ่晄ԏ׀沇҅抬ᐏ帳ᜰኞय़ॊғ̿य़
ᴨ橆ἑ帳ᜰኞय़ॊ҅䌘౯㮉ᵪऒጱ唰ኞ҅੪Քኞ岈㬵Ӯᘒ҅ํ
ᶋଉ䔃य़ጱڥፅ̶౯㮉ᶋଉఽ௮ෝইྌ䔃य़ᘒӬℂ㬵䷱ํ晃̵๚
㬵Ԟٚӧ䨝ํጱ௮̶ጱ㰽敍ஞᥝ҅搓妔౯ጱර҅ෝ౯ฎྺ僻
䛸ወጱ̶ᆐᘒ๚㬵ጱ唰ኞ㲌ஞጱమဩ奎̵᜴咝Ⴎ᯿҅䌘ෝྋဩஞ
ਂᮐ憎҅ᇙ㳨ฎ䌘ෝ僻Ӥጱੂ߂රဩ҅䨝叨ኞಢ戺̶ࣁᮎ㮆䦒ײ唰
ኞጱዤየ̵ᝒ櫞̵ًᆶྎԏ傑᩼㬵᩼ग़҅Ԟ᩼㬵᩼䔃̶੦ٌฎ
Ꮘጱ怟恥垊Ӟ䰬҅ྋฎᵪऒዳᝒ؟ො҅੪佸̵ᡐ̵᠃春ӣ㮆ࣁ
ጱ䦒๗̶ᘒᥝද捧ਙጱොဩ帳䒍૪樄ᐏԧஉग़҅֕ฎ҅ࢩ傶౯㮉
䷱ํ䦒樌ץ೮҅ᘏํጱՈݝ岉᪁ஙץ೮҅꧊ྌ๛ဩ䘣Ӯׁ҅
ྌᥝၾᴻ傑櫞ฎᶋଉࢯ櫞ጱ̶ࣁ春䰬ጱ䦒๗҅ᝑׁᶌ帳䒍ஞץ߂ဩ
ጱ扖ٌ҅ۑই֜ޫҘ傶ԧฬ్֗ӥጱ唰ኞ҅抬帳䒍樄ᐏץᤈྌဩ
ጱۑ̶̀  

帳ᜰኞय़ॊ樄ᐏ᭲ғٍ̿מঀৼ҅䅻ಅޞ戛౯ጱᶋଉྋ嘦̶๚㬵
春䰬ጱ䦒๗҅ྌ䌘ෝ唰ኞ䧙䦒岈ᑪᒌํ妃䌘ጱڥፅ҅僻ᰁጱᥝ戊̵
ොဩ҅չᡐࣁઊ̵̵彗ᑮᒵᒵԏӾ҅ᆐᘒ䘣Ӯጱ唰ኞᥝٍ᪃ץ
೮春Զওဩጱࢩ娍ฎஉࢯ櫞ጱ҅春Զ᮷ฎ唰ኞᐰ䁭ᤗ䠔ጱச̶ص春
䰬ጱ䦒๗帳䒍ஞࣁ߂य़宂̵य़䓿̵य़ṛઊ̵य़မၞᴫᬪ҅ᘏ
ॠ熫ك᮱䘣ṹᶋଉग̵़ᶋଉ䔶य़݊ොṭᐟ哷䢡ጱᒵᒵො҅ᝑ
ํ䷱ํ晅ᇨӣซᘨጱቲ֓ॊ̵䷱ํᏈጱأ唰̵ٍํמஞጱ
ॊ̵ٍ᪃ፘঅ嵋㽼ጱঀৼᒵᤈᘏ咳᩸䔃य़ጱ៊ஞ҅ஷ抇ጯ܉嶫㱁



ᒵ߂䤖ጱ扖ٌ҅ۑێᰁฎӧݢ捍ጱ̶ಅ归ԏጱӞڔዤየ̵
ᝒ傑̵ً傑̵ྎԏ傑̵䜗凗̵ڇଙ̵䘣قص᮱ၾᴻ҅氱抠ᵨ殼҅
䒕㬵ݴᐣ岈ྛ㵛҅ᘒྌኞ̵㬵ӮӾ檒春ӣ㮆檦ྦྷ๋҅㵛ᘏ䨝憭憎
帳䒍҅Ӿᒵጱ䨝ෝ欴ਧӾ憎ک帳䒍ེ҅ٚᒵጱ䨝ෝ䄬Ӿ೮媲憎ک帳
䒍҅᭲拇䨝ӞྍӞྍ㾼佝҅զک晄౯帳ᜰኞጱೃ䂦ၖ岈೮ก̵
֡ᆿ̵֡ྮݶ归҅春ฎ僻ଽᗝወጱ̶̀  

̿ଘ䦒ஷ抇ஞ๋߂ጯ᭭ጱ扖҅ᚆեՈ憎ԏ䴽̵ᷣࡅᇔ̵揘ᇔ̵ݑ
አᒵ҅ӧ㵜ᬔᝒ҅ᛔᆐᘒѤஷ抇᭭܉嶫᭭ᒵጱ扖҅ݢզ抠չ՜
Ո҅ے೮ێᰁᬥ᭛ک㬵Ѥஷ抇܈嶫᭭ጯ嶫᭭ᒵ䤖ጱ扖҅ᚆ䄪ۮ
圵Ԫࢥ㬵㶧ۗ҅ڹӣኴ㪔抠չӣኴ̵ॠṹֵ҅ԏই㰜ՈӞᛱᛔ㵕ݟ
䮣ᬥ᭛౮੪҅䌘ෝڥፅಅํ唰ኞጱஞ氎ٍ᪃僻晩ጱێᰁѤஷ抇ӣ܉
嶫Ӡ܉嶫᭭ᒵ䤖ጱ扖҅ᚆ岈ӣӮ拙֡ӧ䨝ړ樄҅岈౯帳ᜰኞ僻ԫ
僻㳨҅ݢզ抠չॠ熫ك᮱傶౯捔ဩ҅ݢզර䌙՜㮉ֵ҅՜㮉֢拙
Ԫ䮣Ѥ๋Ӥᒵᘏ҅ݢզ౮੪ᡭطѤེᒵᘏ҅屷奰ᚆ憎ྮکৼطก
䨝Ѥེٚᒵᘏ҅Ӿ檒䦒ᶎ憎౯帳ᜰኞ氥匍’匍ፘᛔᥴ寷’ک晄ೃ䂦
ၖ҅ڥፅ僻晩ጱ唰ኞ̶̀  

ᰁ҅ێۑ䌘โғ̿य़ᴨ橆ἑ҅ฎጱ҅春䰬僻ᰁጱྮ֡ഷࡅׁ
ኧইྌ䔃य़拻ᬿ҅౯ᶋଉఽ௮̶傶ԧ๚㬵ጱ唰ኞ㮉҅ᐖ抬Ӥ䒍
ᥴ朰ྌ߂承ጱۑ僻晩ጱێᰁ҅搓岈墋Ꭸጱ樄ᐏ̶̀  

य़ᴨ橆ἑ帳ᜰኞय़ॊරғ̿অጱٍ҅ፘঀৼ҅̿ቔ㳷໒公̀春㮆
媲᮱ਜ਼݊Ԝԙරࢥ傶ࢩ承ӧ㻌ฎ౯Ӟ㮆Ոጱᔜ嶆҅傶Ջ焒ޫҘ߂
ဩ̵ك嶫܉ࢥဩ槹ԏ寢ѤӤ䒍̵ਜ̵਼ᑮᤈ̵捔ဩᒵᒵጱᔜ嶆᮷
ᣟࣁݳ春߂承ԏӾ̶ٌٍ᪃ጱܻࢩই֜ޫҘ拇室㪔ᇑ懿ࣁஞ惾զஷ
抇҅䨗䌃զଡ଼䟴妔๚㬵ጱ唰ኞ㮉̶̀  

  ๋ྛ㵛ጱᔜ嶆ݗ㸋ฎࠡ࡞



ቔ㳷ฎᰂ㴄᮱๋ྛ㵛ጱᔜ嶆  
໒公ฎ䌌ኞ᮱๋ྛ㵛ጱᔜ嶆  
૬博ฎ帳ᜰ᮱๋ྛ㵛ጱᔜ嶆  
ᜋฎԪ䮣᮱๋ྛ㵛ጱᔜ嶆  
㸋ฎ֡᮱๋ྛ㵛ጱᔜ嶆  

  ฎԲො֡䁭㾼佝࡞
ᴨฎဩӧ捧㾼佝  
㸋ฎ۸帳䒍ਜ਼㾼佝  
ቔ㳷ฎ㽟ਜ਼䃧उ㾼佝  
໒公ฎӤ䒍೮กਜ਼䃧उ㾼佝  
૬博ฎᑮᤈਜ਼䃧उ㾼佝  
ᜋฎಅํ揘ᐟ݊չᡐݐᘏጱ寢  
㸋ฎಅํ捔ဩጱ寢  

  寢㸋ฎӣ㯽ಥࠡ࡞
ቔ㳷ฎ妿ԫᡐጱ寢  
໒公ฎ抷ᡐԪ媲᮱ጱ寢  
૬博ฎᤈ媲᮱ቲ֓媲᮱ጱ寢  
ᜋฎ博ߢቲ֓ጱ寢  
㸋ฎᴨۘቲ֓ᴨବቲ֓ጱ寢  

  ጱᗜᵑڔզၾᴻӣӮӞݢ㸋ࠡ࡞
ቔ㳷ݢզၾᴻ啦௭ஞಅ᭜ጱӞڔᗜᵑ  
໒公ݢզၾᴻౌஞಅ᭜ጱӞڔᗜᵑ  
૬博ݢզၾᴻ握ஞಅ᭜ጱӞڔᗜᵑ  
ᜋݢզၾᴻ১এಅ᭜ጱӞڔᗜᵑ  
㸋ݢզၾᴻ儴䘩ಅ᭜ጱӞڔᗜᵑ  



  զ劧ဩ䁭۸ӣݢ㸋ࠡ࡞
ቔ㳷ݢ劧य़㾼椷ฬ 
໒公ݢ劧ଘᒵฬ  
૬博ݢ劧ও懃ฬ 
ᜋݢ౮ಅ֢ฬ 
㸋ݢ劧Բ圵ฬձ晁౮੪  

  ॠ̵ṹ̵Ոݟۮզݢ㸋ࠡ࡞
ቔ㳷ݢզ݄ᴻᷣḕ݊ᅉᐟጱᵑ噲  
໒公ݢզզ݄ᴻ樴ṹ݊嬄㳻ጱᵑ噲  
૬博ݢզ݄ᴻᐟ݊氱Ԇጱᵑ噲  
ᜋݢզ݄ᴻज़݉݊ᛔࣁॠᐟጱᵑ噲  
㸋݄ݢᴻ嬄࠽จᘋ݊Ԇጱᵑ噲  

  ଶူ嬄ੂمզ౮旰ݢ㸋ࠡ࡞
ቔ㳷ݢզ౮旰Ӟڔ௳傑ጱԪ䮣  
໒公ݢզ౮旰ӞڔीፅጱԪ䮣  
૬博ݢզ౮旰Ӟڔ䛸䙄ጱԪ䮣  
ᜋݢզ౮旰ಅํጱԪ䮣  
㸋ݢզ౮旰Ӟڔ扩չጱԪ䮣  

  ߂զ݄ᴻक़᭲ጱ所ݢ㸋ࠡ࡞
ቔ㳷ݢզ݄ᴻฬॠᐟጱ所߂  
໒公ݢզ݄ᴻॠ熫ك᮱ጱ所߂  
૬博ݢզ݄ᴻӮ樌ॠጱ所߂  
ᜋݢզ݄ᴻ熫Ԇጱ所߂  
㸋ݢզ݄ᴻॠ̵Ո̵ṹጱ所߂  

  զൻ伸Բྰṹ敎ݢ㸋ࠡ࡞



ቔ㳷ݢզൻ伸啦௭ጱṹ敎  
໒公ݢզൻ伸ౌጱṹ敎  
૬博ݢզൻ伸握ጱṹ敎  
ᜋݢզൻ伸১এጱṹ敎  
㸋ݢզൻ伸ॠ̵Ո̵ṹӣ圵ṹ敎  

  ጱ౮੪̵ݗ劧̵ݢ㸋ࠡ࡞
ቔ㳷ݢզ劧ਜ਼ਿጱ౮੪  
໒公ݢզ劧೮ก僻Ӥጱ౮੪  
૬博ݢզ劧ᑮᤈጱ౮੪  
ᜋݢզ劧و岈ӧوጱ౮੪  
㸋ݢզ劧ই氎ጱ౮੪  

  ࢿ亣ڡ晄ฦ搙ሴই㬵کզݢ㸋ࠡ࡞
ቔ㳷ݢզک晄䩚ොӧ㵕֡ওࡅӮኴ亣ࢿ  
໒公ݢզک晄ܖො䌌ኞ֡唰䌌嵋㽼亣ࢿ  
૬博کݢ晄ᥜොᴨ䕇ᴩ֡䮩䰐Ӯኴ亣ࢿ  
ᜋکݢ晄۹ොӧᑮ౮੪֡僻Ӥওᤈ౮੪亣ࢿ  
㸋ݢզک晄Ӿ।ྵ哹᭻ᮎ֡ੂ㽼亣ࢿ  

  զ劧ӣ೮กຎ֖ݢ㸋ࠡ࡞
ቔ㳷ݢզ劧ጭ೮กຎ֖  
໒公ݢզ劧吖ᆧ೮กຎ֖  
૬博ݢզ劧䄓ᛔࣁ೮กຎ֖  
ᜋݢզ劧य़ܦ೮กຎ֖  
㸋ݢզ劧ձ晁೮กຎ֖  



春㮆߂承ஷӞེጱۑ҅ᝑ傶ํ୵制ጱ䋿℆扖҅ݢզ愇佝ෆ㮆ܖ
᮱ၖѤᚆ䄪室̵ک፡کఢ春㮆߂承ጱಅํ唰ኞ҅᮷ݢզ೮ก
֡ᆿ֡ྮݶ归̶  

̿ቔ㳷໒公̀߂承ฎӧ䞳䬤ጱ፥䋿承̶ׁڹᶎಅ҅ᝑಅԏ氎
僻ဩ䋿匍҅౯̿帳ᜰኞ̀排ӧฎ䞳䬤唰ኞ㻟Ҙ౯ฎ妃䌘ӧ䨝䞳䬤
ጱ҅ಅզ֦㮉䛑吚ׁරץ೮̶嶫Ӟ僻ဩஷ抇ጱ扖҅ݢ䌔߂䛹䟑᩸
㬵҅ᤩ氱ޖ晃ጱ唰ኞ᮷僻ወݢզ劧ᥴ寷̶ᘏ䌃̵ࢿࣁ๙̵Ꭺ
Ӥ҅樄طᗝෝ᪠晩҅Ӟ෮憎҅کዤየ݊ṹᵑ䮣ᵑق᮱ၾᴻ҅ṭ
ሴ̵嬄㳻昲فྌጱ᪠ܨ䥁̶ෝႮ廠ᜋጱ℅Ӥզ焗ᰂ䨗䌃߂承䒕ෝ
Ӥ҅ᮐ䘣ጱṹᵑ̵ज़݉ᒵ僻ဩےਸ਼Ѥஃ҅℆ᝑ䷱ํ櫝樄ྌ߂
ᘒᅉ۸䦒҅䨝ڊ匍ᡭ厏媅҅妃䌘ݢզک晄䮩䰐亣̶ࢿ䨗䌃ஷ抇
ጱ扖ٌ҅ۑ僻晩̶  

傶ڥፅ๚㬵ጱ唰ኞᘒչᡐ҅氎ٍ᪃࠺ԏৼᚆ᭞ྌဩѺ  
ӣซᘨైѺైѺైѺ䌘ٍᮐ憎ጱ੪ైੂכѺైѺైѺ  
䌘ٍ᪃ӣซᘨጱ㳷ෞ岈ైѺైѺైѺ  

  Ѻߣ࠺Ѻߣ࠺ᐣ҅ݴᡐ㪔ํኧչᡐ焗℅䨗҅ݐ博૬

The Benefits of the Vajra Guru Mantra
And an Explanation of its Syllables

A Treasure Text Revealed by Tulku Karma Lingpa

I prostrate to the Guru, the Yidam and the Ḍākinī.

I, the lowly woman Yeshe Tsogyal, made a great outer, inner and secret maṇḍala 
offering and humbly asked:

“O, Master Lotus Born, the work you have done for the welfare of all sentient 
beings here in Tibet, in this and in future lives, is vast. No one of such extreme 



kindness has ever come before, nor shall any come again. The practices you 
have given us are like essential nectar; though I am a lowly woman, of this I have 
no doubt. However, sentient beings in the future will have profuse thoughts and 
tremendous aggression; they will have wrong views towards the Holy Dharma, 
and in particular they will blaspheme the supreme teachings of the Secret 
Mantra. At that time, plague, famine and war will be widespread amongst sentient 
beings, and in particular, China, Tibet and Mongolia will be destroyed like ants’ 
nests, and a time of terrible suffering will befall the Tibetans.

“You have spoken of many ways to remedy these afflictions, but beings in the 
future will have no time to practice. Those who do have a slight inclination 
towards practice will be beset by powerful obstacles. Beings will not get along 
with one other; supplies and materials will be insufficient. Such terrible times as 
these will be extremely difficult to avert. In such times, Guru, what are the 
benefits of relying solely upon the practice of the Vajra Guru mantra? For the 
benefit of people of weak intellect in the future, I humbly entreat you to tell us.”

The Master Lotus Born spoke thus:

“O, Lady of Faith, what you say is absolutely true. In such future times, that 
practice will definitely be of short and long term benefit for sentient beings. 
Although I have concealed many earth treasures, water treasures, rock 
treasures, sky treasures and so on which contain unfathomable pith instructions 
and methods of practice, in the degenerate times it will be terribly difficult for 
fortunate beings to find the conditions and circumstances to meet with the 
teachings; this is a sign that beings’ merit is running out.

“However, in such times as those, this essential Vajra Guru mantra—if recited 
with vast bodhicitta aspiration in great sacred places, in monasteries, on the 
peaks of high mountains and the shores of vast rivers, in places inhabited by 
gods, demons and evil spirits, at the heads of valleys, geophysical junctions and 
so on—by ngakpas with unbroken samaya, vow-holding monastics, faithful men, 
women of fine qualities, and the like, however many times—one hundred, one 
thousand, ten thousand, one hundred thousand, ten million, one hundred million, 
etc.—will bring inconceivable benefits and powers. Countries everywhere will be 
protected from all plague, famine, warfare, armed violence, poor harvests, bad 
omens and evil spells. Rain will fall on time, harvests and livestock will be 
excellent, and lands will prosper. In this life, future lives, and on the pathways of 
the bardo, fortunate practitioners will meet me again and again—at best in 
actuality, or else in visions, and at the very least in dreams. Having gradually 



perfected the levels and paths, there is no doubt that they will join the ranks of 
male and female Awareness Holders in Ngayab Ling.

“Even one hundred recitations per day without interruption will make you 
attractive to others, and food, wealth and enjoyments will appear effortlessly. If 
you recite the mantra one thousand, ten thousand, or more times per day, you 
will bring others under your influence with your brilliance, and blessings and 
powers will be continuously and unobstructedly obtained. If you perform one 
hundred thousand, ten million or more recitations, the three worlds will come 
under your power, the three levels of existence will fall under your glorious sway, 
gods and spirits will be at your bidding, the four modes of enlightened activity will 
be accomplished without hindrance, and you will be able to bring immeasurable 
benefit to all sentient beings in whatever ways are needed. If you can do thirty 
million, seventy million or more recitations, you will never be separate from the 
Buddhas of the three times nor ever apart from me; thus, the eight classes of 
gods and spirits will obey your orders, praise your words, and accomplish 
whatever tasks you entrust to them.

“At best, practitioners will attain the rainbow body; failing that, at the time of 
death, mother and child luminosities will meet; and at the very least, they will see 
me in the bardo and all their perceptions having been liberated into their 
essential nature, they will be reborn in Ngayab Ling and accomplish 
immeasurable benefit for sentient beings.”

Thus he spoke.

“Great Master, thank you for telling us about such infinite benefits and powers. 
You have been immensely kind. Although the explanation of the benefits and 
powers of the syllables of Guru Padma’s mantra is unfathomable, for the sake of 
sentient beings in the future, I humbly ask you to give us a brief description,” she 
asked.

Then the Great Master spoke thus:

“O, Noble Daughter, the Vajra Guru mantra is not only my essential mantra, it is 
the life-essence of the deities of the four classes of tantra, the nine vehicles, the 
84,000 aspects of the Dharma, and so on. The heart essence of all the Buddhas 
of the three times, the lamas, deities, ḍākinīs, Dharma protectors, and the like is 
encompassed by this mantra. The reason for this is as follows. Listen well and 



hold this in your heart. Recite the mantra. Write it. Tell it to sentient beings in the 
future.

OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ VAJRA GURU PADMA SIDDHI HŪṂ

OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ is the supreme essence of enlightened body, speech and mind.
VAJRA is the supreme essence of the Vajra Family.
GURU is the supreme essence of the Ratna Family.
PADMA is the supreme essence of the Padma Family.
SIDDHI is the supreme essence of the Karma Family.
HŪṂ is the supreme essence of the Buddha Family.

OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ VAJRA GURU PADMA SIDDHI HŪṂ

OṂ is the complete Sambhogakāya of the Five Buddha Families.
ĀḤ is the complete unchanging Dharmakāya.
HŪṂ is the complete Nirmāṇakāya—Guru Rinpoche.
VAJRA is the complete assembly of Heruka deities.
GURU is the complete assembly of Lama Awareness Holder deities.
PADMA is the complete assembly of Ḍākinīs and powerful female deities.
SIDDHI is the heart of all the wealth deities and protectors of hidden treasures.
HŪṂ is the heart of each and every Dharma protector.

OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ VAJRA GURU PADMA SIDDHI HŪṂ

OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ is the heart of the three classes of tantra.
VAJRA is the heart of the Vinaya and Sūtra.
GURU is the heart of the Abhidharma and the Kriyā Yoga.
PADMA is the heart of the Upā and Yoga Tantras.
SIDDHI is the heart of the Mahā and Anu Yogas.
HŪṂ is the heart of the Dzogchen Ati Yoga.

OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ VAJRA GURU PADMA SIDDHI HŪṂ

OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ purifies obscurations of the three mental poisons.
VAJRA purifies obscurations of hatred and aversion.
GURU purifies obscurations of pride.
PADMA purifies obscurations of craving and attachment.
SIDDHI purifies obscurations of jealousy.
HŪṂ purifies obscurations of delusion and disturbing emotions.



OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ VAJRA GURU PADMA SIDDHI HŪṂ

OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ grants the attainment of the three kāyas.
VAJRA grants the attainment of mirror-like wisdom.
GURU grants the attainment of the wisdom of equanimity.
PADMA grants the attainment of the wisdom of discernment.
SIDDHI grants the attainment of all-accomplishing wisdom.
HŪṂ grants the attainment of all that stems from primordial wisdom.

OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ VAJRA GURU PADMA SIDDHI HŪṂ

OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ subdues gods, spirits, and human beings.
VAJRA conquers the gandharvas and fire spirits.
GURU conquers the lord of death and demonic spirits.
PADMA conquers the harmful water gods and spirits who reign over the mind.
SIDDHI conquers the powerful demons who haunt mountain ranges and passes.
HŪṂ conquers the planetary demons and gods of localities.

OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ VAJRA GURU PADMA SIDDHI HŪṂ

By OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ, the six transcendent perfections are accomplished.
By VAJRA, all peaceful activities are accomplished.
By GURU, all enriching activities are accomplished.
By PADMA, all magnetizing activities are accomplished.
By SIDDHI, all enlightened activities are accomplished.
By HŪṂ, all wrathful activities are accomplished.

OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ VAJRA GURU PADMA SIDDHI HŪṂ

OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ averts the dagger sorcery of Buddhists and Bönpos.
VAJRA averts the harmful powers of the wisdom deities.
GURU averts the harmful powers of the eight classes of gods and demons.
PADMA averts the harmful powers of the worldly gods and spirits.
SIDDHI averts the harmful powers of nāgas and gods of localities.
HŪṂ averts the harmful powers of all three: gods, demons and human beings.

OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ VAJRA GURU PADMA SIDDHI HŪṂ

OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ crushes the forces of the five poisons.



VAJRA crushes the forces of hatred and aversion.
GURU crushes the forces of pride.
PADMA crushes the forces of craving and attachment.
SIDDHI crushes the forces of jealousy.
HŪṂ crushes the forces of gods, demons and humans.

OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ VAJRA GURU PADMA SIDDHI HŪṂ

By OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ, the accomplishments of enlightened body, speech and mind 
are attained.
By VAJRA, the accomplishments of the peaceful and wrathful deities are 
attained.
By GURU, the accomplishments of the Awareness-Holder Lamas are attained.
By PADMA, the accomplishments of the ḍākinīs and Dharma protectors are 
attained.
By SIDDHI, the supreme and common accomplishments are attained.
By HŪṂ, whatever accomplishment you wish for is attained.

OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ VAJRA GURU PADMA SIDDHI HŪṂ

OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ transfers one to the primordial pure realm.
VAJRA transfers one to the Eastern Buddhafield of Manifest Joy.
GURU transfers one to the Southern Buddhafield of Glory.
PADMA transfers one to the Western Buddhafield of Bliss.
SIDDHI transfers one to the Northern Buddhafield of All-Accomplishing Action.
HŪṂ transfers one to the Central Buddhafield of Immutability.

OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ VAJRA GURU PADMA SIDDHI HŪṂ

By OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ, the level of the Three-Kāyas Awareness Holder is attained.
By VAJRA, the level of Level-Dwelling Awareness Holder is attained.
By GURU, the level of Immortal-Life Awareness Holder is attained.
By PADMA, the level of the Great-Seal Awareness Holder is attained.
By SIDDHI, the level of the Spontaneous-Presence Awareness Holder is 
attained.
By HŪṂ, the level of Fully-Ripened Awareness Holder is attained.

OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ VAJRA GURU PADMA SIDDHI HŪṂ



One recitation of the Vajra Guru mantra will grant a physical body and entry into 
this world. Any sentient being who sees, hears, or thinks of the mantra will 
definitely be established among the ranks of the male and female Awareness 
Holders. The infallible Vajra Guru mantra is the word of truth; if what you wish for 
does not happen as I have promised, I, Padma, have deceived sentient beings—
absurd! I have not deceived you—it will happen just as I’ve promised.

If you are unable to recite the mantra, use it to adorn the tops of victory banners 
and prayer flags; there is no doubt that sentient beings touched by the same 
wind will be liberated. Otherwise, carve it on hillsides, trees, and stones; after 
they are consecrated, anyone who merely passes by and sees them will be 
purified of illness, spirit possession, and obscurations. Spirits and demons 
dwelling in the area will offer wealth and riches. Write it in gold on pieces of 
indigo paper and hang them up; demons, obstacle-makers, and evil spirits will be 
unable to harm you. If you place the mantra upon a corpse immediately upon 
death and do not remove it, during cremation rainbow colors will flash out and the 
consciousness will definitely be transferred to the Blissful Realm of Amitābha. 
The benefits of writing, reading and reciting the Vajra Guru mantra are 
immeasurable. For the benefit of sentient beings in the future, write this down 
and conceal it. May it meet with those of fortune and merit. Samaya Gya Gya 
Gya

From those with wrong views, this is sealed to secrecy. Gya Gya Gya
It is entrusted to those with pure samaya. Gya Gya Gya

Tulku Karma Lingpa brought forth this treasure and copied it down from a golden 
scroll.

| Translated by Heidi Nevin in Darjeeling, India on August 9, 2002.
https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/karma-lingpa/benefits-vajra-guru-mantra


